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Introduction

Method: hyperspace representation
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3Q-SkL in MnSi[1]

• six spots on a regular hexagon

• superposition of multiple helices

• novel transport originating from the 

emergent electromagnetic field (EEMF)

B20 compounds (MnSi, Fe1-xCoxSi,…), Cu2OSeO3,  EuPtSi, Gd2PdSi3, Gd3Ru4Al12, …

hosting materials

B = 0: helical spin structure

B > Bc : SkL

• to establish a systematic way to investigate the phase degree of freedom in multiple-Q spin structures

• to clarify how the spin structures and the topological properties are modulated by changing the phases

• to elucidate the evolution of the topological objects and the emergent magnetic field associated with the phase degree of freedom

• Four topologically nontrivial states with 𝑁sk = −2, −1, 1, and 2 appear while changing the phase and the magnetization.

• The SkLs with 𝑁sk = ±1 occupy large portions in the chiral case, whereas those with 𝑁sk = ±2 occupy large portions in the nonchiral case. 

By applying the hyperspace representation to the 3Q-SkLs and 4Q-HLs, the topological phase diagrams determined by Nsk and Nm, respectively, 

are obtained on the plane of the uniform magnetization m and the sum of phases 𝜑. The phase diagram has a periodicity of 2𝜋 in the 𝜑 axis.

Summary and perspectives

We investigated the phase degree of freedom in the multiple-Q spin structures.

1. We established the theoretical framework based on the hyperspace representation to treat the phases systematically.

2. We applied it to the chiral and nonchiral 3Q-SkLs and clarified how the spin textures and the topological properties are 

changed by modulating the phases and the magnetization.

3. We also applied it to the chiral and nonchiral 4Q-HLs and clarified the detailed evolution of topological defects and the emergent magnetic field.

The phase degree of freedom in superpositions of N waves in d-dimensional space can be systematically treated 

by introducing the N-dimensional hyperspace.

key 

idea

3Q-SkL in 2D space 

w/ phase 

3Q-HL in 3D space 

w/o phase

SkL: N=3, d=2

hedgehog lattice (HL)

• Spin configurations on the horizontal slices of the HL comprise the SkLs with specific phases.

• We can discuss not only the magnetic textures but also the topological properties by tracing 

the hedgehogs, antihedgehogs, and the Dirac stings in the hyperspace.
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Purpose

topological phase diagrams for 3Q-SkLs

• To realize the SkL with |𝑁sk| = 2 in the chiral case, a phase shift by ∼ 𝜋 is needed while increasing m.

• The nonchiral 3Q-SkL with |𝑁sk| = 2 changes into the SkL with |𝑁sk| = 1 by an external magnetic field in Refs. [5,6], which can be related to the phase shift.

phase degree of freedom in multiple-Q (NQ) spin structure

multiple-Q spin structures

[3] T. Kurumaji et al., Science 365, 914 (2019); S. Hayami, T. Okubo, and Y. Motome, arXiv:2005:03168.

phase for each helix:

sixfold threefold sixfoldrotational symmetry

topological properties

Results

pair annihilation of 

hedgehogs and antihedgehogs
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3Q & 4Q-HL in MnSi1-xGex
[2]

• (0.3 < x < 0.6) four wave vectors on a tetrahedron: 

4Q-hedgehog lattice (4Q-HL)

• (0.7 < x < 1.0) three wave vectors on a cube:

3Q-hedgehog lattice (3Q-HL)

• superposition of multiple helices

• topological Hall effect originating from the EEMF

(3Q-HL, 4Q-HL) MnSi1-xGex, (4Q-HL) SrFeO3

hosting materials

Phase degree of freedom is important to control symmetry and topological properties

for N > d (spatial dimension)[3], but the systematic investigation has not been done thus far.

scalar spin chirality:

monopole charge[4]: 

hedgehog (              )  source of 𝐛(𝐫)
antihedgehog (              )  sink of 𝐛(𝐫)

skyrmion number: 2D

3D

topological properties

[4] G. E. Volovik, J. Phys. C: Solid State Phys. 20, L83 (1987); N. Nagaosa and Y. Tokura, Nat. Nanotechnol. 8, 899 (2013); N. Kanazawa et al., Nat. Commun. 7, 11622 (2016); K. Shimizu et al., Phys. Rev. B 103, 184421 (2021).

vorticity of the Dirac string

skyrmion number

topological properties 

pair annihilation

⚫ superposition of proper screws (chiral case)
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Nsk:

Nm=

Nm=

• Four topologically nontrivial states with 𝑁m = 8, 16, 32, and 48 and five states with 𝑁m = 8, 16, 24, 32, and 48 appear in the chiral and nonchiral cases, respectively.

• The pair creation and fusion of hedgehogs and antihedgehogs are caused while changing the magnetization when 
2𝜋

3
< 𝜑 <

4𝜋

3
in the chiral case. 

−ത𝑏𝑧 takes the maximum value 2 at 𝑚, 𝜑 = ( Τ2 3 , 𝜋). 

• The fusion is caused for all 𝜑 in the nonchiral case. −ത𝑏𝑧 changes the sign while changing m and takes the maximum value 2 at 𝑚, 𝜑 = ( Τ1 3 , 𝜋). 
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• To realize the topological phases with higher density of topological defects, the mechanism to fix the phase at 𝜑 ∼ 𝜋 is needed, which was discussed in Ref. [7].

• Important features to distinguish the nonchiral 4Q-HL from the chiral one:

the sign change of −ത𝑏𝑧 while increasing m and widespread presence of topological phases with large Nm

• A drastic change of the emergent magnetic field is expected near the points with the pair annihilation of the hedgehogs and antihedgehogs.

• Possible probes of the phase shift:  Lorentz TEM, topological Hall measurement, topological Nernst measurement, dynamics of topological objects, etc.

Discussion

3Q-

SkLs

4Q-

HLs

• demonstration and the microscopic mechanism of the phase shift in the multiple-Q spin textures (K. Shimizu et al., in preparation.)

• a change of electronic states and the emergent phenomena associated with the phase shift and the topological phase transitions

• spin wave excitations and dynamics of the skyrmions, and hedgehogs and antihedgehogs for different phases 

[7] B. Binz and A. Vishwanath, Phys. Rev. B 74, 214408 (2006); J.-H. Park and J. H. Han, Phys. Rev. B 83, 184406 (2011). 
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analogy with 

quasicrystals

2D space

3D space

physical space (2 dim.)

complementary

space (3 dim.)

2D crystal structures

5D hyper crystal structures

intersection

Dimension of physical space is smaller 

than the number of primitive 

translation vectors.

topological phase diagrams for the 4Q-HLs
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Quasicrystals can be represented 

by crystal structures on the slices

of hyper crystal structures.
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⚫ superposition of sinusoidal waves (nonchiral case)

⚫ superposition of proper screws (chiral case) ⚫ superposition of sinusoidal waves (nonchiral case)

Summary

Perspectives

= # of topological defects
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